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Abstract
We propose DGG: Deep clustering via a Gaussianmixture variational autoencoder (VAE) with Graph embedding. To facilitate clustering, we apply Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as the prior in VAE. To handle data
with complex spread, we apply graph embedding. Our
idea is that graph information which captures local data
structures is an excellent complement to deep GMM. Combining them facilitates the network to learn powerful representations that follow global model and local structural constraints. Therefore, our method unifies modelbased and similarity-based approaches for clustering. To
combine graph embedding with probabilistic deep GMM,
we propose a novel stochastic extension of graph embedding: we treat samples as nodes on a graph and minimize the weighted distance between their posterior distributions. We apply Jenson-Shannon divergence as the
distance. We combine the divergence minimization with
the log-likelihood maximization of the deep GMM. We derive formulations to obtain an unified objective that enables simultaneous deep representation learning and clustering. Our experimental results show that our proposed
DGG outperforms recent deep Gaussian mixture methods (model-based) and deep spectral clustering (similaritybased). Our results highlight advantages of combining
model-based and similarity-based clustering as proposed
in this work. Our code is published here: https://
github.com/dodoyang0929/DGG.git

1. Introduction
Clustering aims to classify data into several classes without label information [15]. It is one of the fundamental
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tasks of unsupervised learning. A number of methods have
been proposed [38, 19, 8]. Based on the approaches to
model the space structure, most clustering methods can be
classified into two categories, namely, model based methods and similarity based methods. The model based methods, such as the Gaussian mixture model [4] and subspace
clustering[1, 36], focus on the global structure of the data
space. They put assumptions on the whole data space and
fit the data using some specific models. An advantage of
model based methods is their good generalization ability.
Once trained, new samples can be readily clustered using
the learnt model parameters. However, it is challenging
for these methods to deal with data with complex spread.
Different from model based methods, the similarity based
methods emphasize the local structure of the data. These
methods formulate the local structures using some similarities or distances between the samples. Spectral clustering
[33, 26], a popular similarity-based method, constructs a
graph using the sample similarities, and treats the smoothest
signals on the graph as the features of the data. With mild
assumption, similarity-based methods achieve tremendous
success [25]. Many similarity-based methods, however,
suffer from high computational complexity. Spectral clustering, for instance, requires to perform a singular value decomposition when computing features, which is prohibitive
for large datasets. To address this issue, a lot of efforts
have been made and many methods have been proposed
[5, 10, 22, 39].
Deep clustering. Recent advanced deep learning technique offers new opportunities for clustering [24]. With
powerful capability to learn non-linear mapping, deep
learning provides a promising feature learning framework
[41, 37, 42]. Several works have considered to combine
the model-based clustering approach with deep learning,
where global assumptions were imposed on the feature
space [17, 7]. These methods jointly train the network to
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learn better features, and use the clustering results to direct the network training. Leveraging the excellent feature learning ability of deep neural networks, these methods substantially outperform traditional clustering methods.
Several methods [21, 31] have also been proposed to combine deep learning with similarity-based clustering method
to address the limitations of generalization and scalability.
SpectralNet [31], for example, is a recent work to learn a
mapping that maps data to their spectral embedding using
a deep neural network. The network is trained using the
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent to make sure that the
method is applicable for large scale dataset. Meanwhile,
once trained, embeddings of new samples can be obtained
via forward pass of the network. Therefore, the model is
easy to generalize. However, the method still needs to perform a Cholesky factorization in each epoch.
Our contribution. In spite of the success of existing clustering methods, few of them consider to combine
the model-based and similarity-based approaches. As the
model-based and similarity-based approaches focus on the
global and local structures of the data respectively, their
combination can potentially lead to powerful representation for clustering. With this motivation, in this work, we
propose a framework to combine model based and similarity based approaches. As will be discussed, our work
can be viewed as an improvement of a model-based method
with local structure constraint to handle data with complex
spread. Alternatively, our work can also be viewed as an
improvement of a similarity based method with imposing
a global model explicitly in the latent space. Our model is
based on variational autoencoder [18], and we set the prior
distribution of the latent features to a Gaussian mixture distribution. To combine graph embedding with this probabilistic deep GMM, we propose a stochastic extension of
graph embedding: We treat the data as the nodes of a sample similarity graph, and minimize the weighted distance
between their posterior distributions to exploit the similarity information. We propose to use the Jenson-Shannon (JS)
divergence as the distance. Then, we relax it to its variational upper bound. After some formulation, we combine
the loss of stochastic graph embedding with the objective
function of deep GMM, and eventually derive a unified loss
function, which can be optimized using established reparameterization trick and gradient descent. To illustrate the
superior of the proposed method, we perform experiments
on synthetic data and real-world data.

straints are usually included in the network. Specifically,
DCN [41] incorporates clustering loss in the loss function of
an autoencoder to jointly refine the latent features and cluster assignments. DEC [37] trains an autoencoder to learn
features and imposes a soft assignment constraint on the
them. DEPICT [7] consists of a convolutional autoencoder
and a single layer classifier, which learns the latent features
and the distribution of the cluster assignments, respectively.
The neural network is optimized by minimizing the reconstruction error and the relative entropy between the distributions of the cluster assignments and their prior. To make
the network more robust, clear and noisy images are trained
jointly. IMSAT [14] learns a discrete latent feature using a
network by maximizing the mutual information between the
training images and their latent features. To further improve
performance, IMAST augments the dataset by adding permutation of training samples, and assumes that their latent
features produced by the network are invariant. SpectralNet [31] is a method based on the spectral clustering idea.
It attempts to learn a network that maps the training data
into the eigenspace of the graph Laplacian matrix. They
apply a Siamese network to learn the weights between the
graph nodes, and use k-means to perform the final clustering. Apart from these methods, several generative model
based methods have also been proposed. Most of them
are based on the variational autoencoder framework, but replace the prior of the latent variable to some specific distributions, such as mixture of Gaussian distributions. Specifically, VaDE [17] and GMVAE [7] assume the latent variables follows a mixture of Gaussian, where the means and
variances of the Gaussian components are trainable. The
LTVAE[23] assumes the latent variables obey a tree structure model, and iteratively update the structure to capture
the facets of the data.
The work that is mostly related to our work is VaDE.
Both VaDE and our work learn a Gaussian mixture model
for the latent features. However, the difference is clear and
significant: our method applies graph embedding to preserve local structures of the data. Specifically, in VaDE, the
distribution of the latent features are learnt independently.
On the other hand, in our proposed method, we push the latent distributions of the training samples to become close to
each other if the training samples are connected on the sample similarity graph. With the assistance of the graph, our
proposed method is able to learn powerful representations
and handle data with complex spread. Experiment results
suggest our proposed method outperforms VaDE.

2. Related Work
The main idea of the recent deep learning-based clustering methods is to learn latent features of the training data
using deep neural networks. Then, traditional clustering
methods are applied to compute the cluster assignments. To
preserve some structure in the feature space, additional con-

3. Proposed Method
In this section, we first discuss the deep GMM as the
base of of method. Then, we discuss our main contribution:
combining graph embedding in the deep generative model.
We discuss our proposed formulation to combine stochas-
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tic graph embedding regularization with the loss of deep
GMM. We also discuss update of parameters and construction of the affinity matrix of the graph.

3.1. Deep Gaussian Mixture Model
Given a set of D-dimensional training samples
{xn }N
n=1 , we aim to cluster them into K classes. For each
training sample x, we learn a latent feature z ∈ RM ×1 for
it. We assume the latent features follows a Gaussian mixture
distribution. We introduce a binary vector c ∈ {0, 1}k×1 to
indicate which Gaussian component that the latent feature
z belongs to.
3.1.1

Generative model

In our model, we assume the data is drawn from a Gaussian
mixture distribution. Specifically, for a sample x, we model
its generative process as follows:
p(c; π) =

K
Y

πkck

(1)

k=1

p(z|ck = 1) = N (µk , diag(σ 2k ))
(
Ber(µx )
if x is binary
pθ (x|z) =
N (µx , λI) x is real-valued

(2)
(3)

where ck and πk denote
PK the kth entry of c and π, respectively, πk satisfied k=1 πk = 1, µk and σ 2k denotes the
mean and variance of the kth Gaussian component, respectively, µx = g(z n ; θ), I denotes the identity matrix, λ is a
predefined parameter, and g is a neural network with trainable parameters θ.
3.1.2

Inference model

Directly solving the generative model, i.e. finding maximum a posterior (MAP) of latent variables and maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) of parameters, is difficult. To
address this issue, we approximate the posterior distribution pθ (z, c|x) using a new distribution qφ (z, c|x), which
is drawn from specific class and parameterized by trainable
parameter φ. Specifically, we assume qφ (z, c|x) can be factorized as qφ (z, c|x) = qφ1 (z|x)qφ2 (c|z). Then we define
qφ1 (z|x) = N (µ̃, diag(σ̃ 2 ))

(4)

qφ2 (c|z) = Multinomial(π̃)

(5)

the training samples, and the second one f2 computes the
probability of which Gaussian component the latent features belong to.
With the framework of the generative model and inference model, the parameters can be estimated by maximizing
the log-likelihood function, i.e.,
max
φ,θ

ln pθ (xi )

(8)

i=1

The problem (8) is usually solved by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the log-likelihood function
with reparameterization trick [18]. We note that the proposed model consists three networks, i.e., g, f1 , and f2 . We
refer g and f1 as the decoder and encoder, respectively, as
they form an variational autoencoder (VAE). We refer f2 as
the classifier, as it classifies the latent features into one of
the K classes.

3.2. VAE with Graph Embedding
Graph embedding [40, 28, 2, 13, 16, 29, 27] aims to find
the low-dimension features that preserve the similarity relationship between the vertex pairs in a sample similarity
graph. Generally, under graph embedding, training samples
{xn } are viewed as the vertexes of a similarity graph that is
characterized by an affinity matrix W . The optimal features
{z ∗n } are found by [40]
{z ∗n } = arg min

ZZ T =I

N
N X
X

wij kz i − z j k22

(9)

i=1 j=1

where Z = [z 1 , . . . , z N ], wij denotes the (i, j)th element
of W . The constraint ZZ T = I is used to avoid trivial
solutions. From (9), we can see that if samples are connected on the graph, their features will be close to each
other. This inspires us that if the two samples are connected
on the graph, they should have similar latent features and
cluster assignments. As we have discussed, in our model,
the latent features and cluster assignments are random variables. Therefore, we propose to measure the distance of the
posterior distributions. To this end, we propose to add a
constraint to the problem (8), and arrive at


N
N
X
X
ln pθ (xi ) −
wij d(qφ (z, c|xi ), qφ (z, c|xj ))
max
φ,θ

where

N
X

i=1

j=1

(10)

[µ̃, log(σ̃ 2 )] = f1 (x; φ1 )

(6)

π̃ = f2 (z; φ2 )

(7)

Here f1 and f2 denote neural networks with parameters φ1
and φ2 , respectively. The model contains two neural networks. The first one f1 learns the latent distributions from

where d(·, ·) is a metric that measure the distance between
two distributions. To balance
Pthe weight of each training
samples, we further require j wij = 1. Note that (10)
is similar to (9) in spirit, but formulate the relationship between the features stochastically. Moreover, we impose the
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graph embedding constraint not only on the features, but
also on the cluster assignments. This makes the clustering
results smooth w.r.t. the graph. Note that, different from traditional methods that need additional constraint, our model
with an autoencoder can automatically avoid trivial solutions by forcing the features able to reconstruct the original
data.
The selection of d(·, ·) plays a critical role for the proposed method. We note that it is not trivial to select a proper
d(·, ·): the latent feature z and the cluster assignment c are
related, and there is no analytical expression for their joint
distribution, which makes most divergence difficult to apply. In this paper, we select the Jenson-Shannon (JS) divergence [9], i.e.,


N
N
X
X
ln pθ (xi ) −
wij JS(qφ (z, c|xi ), qφ (z, c|xj ))
max
φ,θ

i=1

G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) with respect to φ to decrease the value of JS
divergence.
In the following, we show that G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) can be absorbed in the log-likelihood function. For a training sample
xi , its log-likelihood ln pθ (xi ) can be decomposed as [4]
ln pθ (xi ) =KL(qφ (z, c|xi )||pθ (z, c|xi ))


pθ (xi , z, c)
+ Eqφ (z,c|xi ) ln
qφ (z, c|xi )

Surprisingly, the above equation still holds if we replace
qφ (z, c|xi ) with qφ (z, c|xj ) (see derivation in supplementary), that is,
ln pθ (xi ) =KL(qφ (z, c|xj )||pθ (z, c|xi ))


pθ (xi , z, c)
+ Eqφ (z,c|xj ) ln
qφ (z, c|xj )

j=1

(11)

ln pθ (xi ) =G(φ, θ, xi , xj )
1
+ (L(θ, φ; xi ) + L(θ, φ; xi , xj ))
2

Learning algorithms

In this subsection, we discuss how to solve (11). It is noted
that there is no closed form solution of the JS divergence
between qφ (z, c|xi ) and qφ (z, c|xj ). Thus minimizing the
JS divergence has to resort to the reparameterization trick,
which will lead to large estimate variance, as the posterior
qφ (z, c|x) is related to all the K Gaussian component. To
overcome the difficulty, instead of directly minimizing the
JS divergence, we minimize a variational upper bound of it.
We define

G(φ, θ, xi , xj )
=JS(qφ (z, c|xi )||qφ (z, c|xj )) + KL(M ||pθ (z, c|xi ))
≥JS(qφ (z, c|xi )||qφ (z, c|xj ))
(13)
where M = 21 (qφ (z, c|xi ) + qφ (z, c|xj )), and the equation holds when M = pθ (z, c|xi ). We arrive at that
G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) is an upper bound of the JS divergence between qφ (z, c|xi ) and qφ (z, c|xj ). Thus we can minimize
the upper bound G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) with respect to φ and θ alternatively to downhill the JS divergence between the posteriors. Specifically, we first minimize G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) with
respect to θ to reduce the gap between the JS divergence
and its upper bound. Then we fixed θ and minimize the

(16)

where


pθ (xi , z, c)
L(θ, φ; xi ) = Eqφ (z,c|xi ) ln
qφ (z, c|xi )


pθ (xi , z, c)
L(θ, φ; xi , xj ) = Eqφ (z,c|xj ) ln
qφ (z, c|xj )
Recall the constraint that
objective function as

1
G(φ, θ, xi , xj ) = KL(qφ (z, c|xi )||pθ (z, c|xi ))
2
1
+ KL(qφ (z, c|xj )||pθ (z, c|xi )) (12)
2
and notice

(15)

Averaging the equation (14) and (15), we have

We will show that after appropriate relaxation, (11) can be
solved.
3.2.1

(14)

N

max
φ,θ

P

j

(17)
(18)

wij = 1, we can rewrite the

N

1 XX
wij (L(θ, φ; xi ) + L(θ, φ; xi , xj )) (19)
2 i=1 j=1

An intuitive explanation of the objective function (19) is
that: for a sample xi , it should not only be reconstructed by
the feature of itself, but also be reconstructed by that of xj .
This corroborates the success of [6, 30, 32], where a similar
strategy is used, but none of them provides explanation.
We now evaluate the objective function in (19) according
to the proposed inference and generative model. Recall the
dependency of the variables, L(θ, φ; xi ) can be rewritten
as
L(θ, φ; xi )
=Eqφ (z|xi )qφ (c|z)



pθ (xi |z)p(z|c)p(c)
ln
qφ (z|xi )qφ (c|z)



(20)

Substituting (4), (5), (1), (2), (3) into (20), and applying the
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training samples. For the parameters {π i }N
i=1 , we optimize
them by maximizing (19). In what follows, we discuss the
update for π i . Substitute (21) and (26) into (19), and remove the terms independent with π i , then the optimal π i is
given as

reparameterization trick, L(θ, φ; xi ) can be given as
L(θ, φ; xi )
≈

D
X

xid log µxi |d + (1 − xid ) log(1 − µxi |d )

d=1

−

K
X

k=1

+

K
X

M
X

(µ̃ |m − µk |m )2
σ̃ 2 |m
+ i
)
γik
(log σ 2k |m + 2i
σ k |m
σ 2k |m
m=1
γik log

k=1

M
πik
1 X
(1 + log σ̃ 2i |m )
+
γik
2 m=1

(21)

where D is the dimension of x and µxi , xid is the dth element of xi , and ∗|m denotes the mth element of ∗, γik
denotes q(ck = 1|z i ) for simplicity. Here
µxi = g(z i ; θ)
z i = µ̃i + σ̃ i ◦ ǫ
[µ̃i , log(σ̃ 2i )] = f (xi , φ)

(22)
(23)
(24)

where ǫ is a vector with all its entries are drawn independently from the normal distribution, and “◦” denotes
element-wise product.
Similarly, L(θ, φ; xi , xj ) can be rewritten as
L(θ, φ; xi , xj )


pθ (xi |z)p(z|c)p(c)
=Eqφ (z|xj )qφ (c|z) ln
qφ (z|xj )qφ (c|z)

(25)

and be finally evaluated by
L(θ, φ; xi , xj )
≈

D
X

xid log µxj |d + (1 − xid ) log(1 − µxj |d )

d=1

−

K
X

k=1

+

K
X

k=1

γjk

M
X

(log σ 2k |m +

m=1

γjk log

σ̃ 2j |m
(µ̃j |m − µk |m )2
+
)
σ 2k |m
σ 2k |m

M
πik
1 X
(1 + log σ̃ 2j |m )
+
γjk
2 m=1

(26)

where
µxj = g(z j ; θ)
z j = µ̃j + σ̃ j ◦ ǫ
[µ̃j , log(σ̃ 2j )]
3.2.2

= f (xj , φ)

(27)
(28)
(29)

Update of Parameters

We discuss the update of the parameters in our model. The
parameters {µk , σ k }K
k=1 are updated using the mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent as they are related to all the

π ∗i = Pargmax
K
k=1

X

πik =1 j∈Ωi

wij (

K
X

(γik + γjk ) ln πik )

(30)

k=1

where πik denotes the kth entry of π i , and Ωi denotes the
set {j|wij 6= 0}. Using the Lagrange multiplier method [3],
πik can be updated as
P
j∈Ωi wij γik
(31)
πik = P
j∈Ωi wij (γik + γjk )

3.3. Construction of the Affinity Matrix

Similar to other graph embedding methods, it is important to have a properly constructed affinity matrix. A typical selection of the affinity matrix is to find a set nearest
neighbors for a given data point and compute their similarity using a predefined kernel function. For instance, with
Gaussian kernel, the element of the affinity matrix is defined
as
(
kx −x k2
1
exp(− i2s2 j 2 ) if xj ∈ N (xi )
i
wij = ai
(32)
0,
otherwise
where si is a predefined scalar, N (xi ) denotes the set consist of the nearest
P Ns neighbors of xi , and ai is a normalizer
that makes j wij = 1.
To make the proposed method more robust to the diffirent data set, we train a Siamese network [11, 31] to measure the similarity between the data points. The details of
the Siamese network can be found in the Appendix.
In summary, we have introduced a deep graph
embedding-based Gaussian mixture VAE for clustering. We
summarize our proposed method in Algorithm 1.

4. Experiments
We conduct experiments to show the superior of the proposed method. Throughout our experiments, we initialize
the network with the following procedure. We first perform
greedy layer-wise training in denoising autoencoder manner, and then stack them into a deep autoencoder. Then, the
network is trained as a variational autoencoder. After we
have pretrained the network, we collect the representations
learnt by the pretrained network. K-means is employed to
cluster the representations and generate pseudo-label, with
which we train the classifier network f2 . The means of the
Gaussian mixture model is initialized using the cluster centers determined by K-means, and the variance is initialized
by its unbiased estimator.
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Figure 1. Results of the proposed method and VaDE on 2D examples with different cluster distance. From left to right: training data in
Euclidean space, learnt latent features by VaDE, clustering result of VaDE, learnt latent features by DGG (our proposed method), clustering
result of DGG. Compared to VaDE (model-based), improvement with combining model-based and similarity-based as in our DGG is clear.

Algorithm 1
Input: Training samples {xn }N
n=1 , number of desired
clusters K, batch-size m.
Output: cluster index {cn }N
n=1 and prameters of GMM
{µk , σ k }K
k=1 .
1: Built the directed graph according to Euclidean distance or Siamese distance, compute the affinity matrix
and form the training tuples;
2: while not converge do
3:
Draw a mini-batch training tuples {xi , {xj }j∈Ωi };
4:
Compute q(z|xi ) and {q(z|xj )}j∈Ωi ;
5:
Generate samples z i and {z i }j∈Ωi according to (23)
and (28), respectively.
6:
Evaluate the objective function of (21) and (26) using
the generated samples.
7:
Update network parameters and {µk , σ k }K
k=1 ;
8:
Update π i via (31);
9: end while

4.1. Synthetic data
We first show the effectiveness of the proposed method
on the synthetic data. We generate two classes of 2dimensional training samples. Each class contains 2000
points, and forms a half circle in the data space. We cluster these points using the proposed method and VaDE. For
the proposed method, we use the network structures of
2 − 20 − 20 − 2 for encoder, and 2 − 20 − 20 − 2 for decoder,
and 2 − 2 for classifier. All the layers are fully connected.
The activate function is ReLU. We select 40 nearest neighbors to construct the affine matrix according to (32). We
use the Adam optimizer with initial learning rate set to 0.02
and decay every 10 epoch by a factor 0.9. Note that, for fair
comparison, the network architecture and the training setup
of VaDE are same as our proposed method. Fig.1 shows
the cluster results and the learnt latent features (mean of

q(z|x)) of respective methods on the samples with different inter-class distances. From Fig.1, we can observe that
our proposed method produces promising cluster results for
both cases with different class distances. On the other hand,
VaDE cannot cluster the two classes correctly. With the
assistance of graph information, our proposed method performs well even the two clusters are quite near.
Another observation from Fig.1 is that the latent features
learnt by the proposed method are aligned with the coordinate. This is because, by the network design, the posterior
distributions of the latent features are forced to have diagonal covariance matrices. The JS divergence decreases if
two latent distributions (Gaussian distributions) align with
the coordinate. This property can help learn disentangled
representations for the training samples.

4.2. Real-world data
We conduct experiments on the real-world data to evaluate the proposed method. Several widely known datasets
are used, namely, MNIST, STL-10, Reuters, and HHAR,
where MNIST and STL-10 are image datasets, Reuters is
a dataset consists of the TF-IDF features of the word, and
HHAR is a sensor signal dataset. We vectorize the images in MNIST, and subtract features for STL-10 using
the pretrained ResNet-50 [12]. After the preprocessing,
the MNIST contains 10 classes of 786-dimensional training samples and 7000 samples for each class, the STL-10
contains 10 classes of 2048-dimensional training samples
and 1300 samples for each class, the Reuters contains 4
classes of 2000-dimensional training samples and 10000
samples in total, and the HHAR contains 10 classes of
561-dimensional training samples and 10200 samples in total. We compare our method with several state-of-art deep
learning based clustering methods, including AE+GMM,
DEC, IMSAT, VaDE, SpectralNet, and LTVAE. For the proposed method, we use the network structure of D-500-500-
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Table 1. Clustering accuracy of the respective methods

Method
AE+GMM
DEC [37]
IMSAT [14]
VaDE [17]
SpectralNet [31]
LTVAE [23]
DGG (Proposed)

MNIST
82.18
84.3
98.4 ± 0.4
94.46
97.1±0.1
86.30
97.58±0.1

STL-10
79.83
80.64
94.1 ± 0.4
84.45
90.00
90.59±0.2

Reuters
70.98
74.32
71.0 ± 4.9
79.83
80.3±0.6
80.96
82.3±1.2

HHAR
77.67
79.86
84.46
85.00
89.04±0.1

Figure 2. Images generated by the proposed model and estimated variance of the components in GMM. All the four sub-figure is generated
similarly. We take sub-figure at the left upper as an example. Left part: images generated by sampling the latent code from one Gaussian
component of the learnt GMM. The image at ith row jth column is generated by inputting µ + 4aj (ei ◦ σ) into the decoder, where µ and
σ are the mean and standard deviation of the learnt Gaussian component, ei is a vector of length 10 with all of its elements equal to 0,
but the ith one equals to 1, aj = −1 + (j − 1)/7. Right part: from top to bottom: the bar at the ith row denotes the amplitude of the ith
element of σ 2

2000-10 for encoder, 10-2000-500-500-D for decoder, 10L (L = 10) or 10-L-L (L < 10) for classifier, where D
denotes the dimension of the training samples, and L denotes the number of classes. All layer are fully connected
and ReLU is used as activate function. We randomly select
20 among 100 nearest neighbors generated by the Siamese
network to construct affine matrix using (32). Adam optimizer is used with initial learning rate set to 0.02 and decays every 10 epochs with factor 0.9. The parameter λ is
set to 10, 10, 0.01 for STL-10, Reuters, and HHAR, respectively. We note that the network architecture used in
the proposed method are same with that of VaDE and LTVAE for a fair comparison. We measure the performance
of respective methods using the cluster accuracy, which is

defined as
ACC = max
m

PN
n

1{ln = m(cn )}
N

(33)

where ln and cn denotes the ground-truth label and the cluster assignment generated by the algorithm for sample xn ,
respectively. The m tries all the possible one-to-one mappings between the label and cluster.
We show the results of clustering accuracy achieved by
the respective methods on Tab.1, and highlight the top two
accuracy scores. From the Tab.1 we have following observations. 1) For MNIST and STL-10 datasets the IMSAT performs best, while the proposed method produce
competitive clustering accuracy. For the Reuters dataset,
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the proposed method achieve the highest clustering accuracy and outperform the IMAST by a large margin. 2) The
proposed method substantially outperform VaDE. This supports our claim that although both the proposed method and
VaDE are based on the Gaussian mixture model framework,
the proposed method, however, also exploits the additional
graph information and thus outperforms VaDE. 3) The proposed method outperforms SpectralNet, which also utilizes
graph information. This is because SpectralNet is a twostage method which first learns the latent features using
the network with the affinity information and then performs
clustering use k-means. Our proposed method, however,
jointly learns the latent features and performs clustering using GMM, which make it superior than SpectralNet.

4.3. Generating Samples
Another advantage of the proposed method is that it can
naturally be used to generate realistic images. More surprisingly, the latent features learnt by the proposed method,
as analysed above, are tending to align with the coordinates, which leads to the variance of some coordinates of the
Gaussian component collapse to zero. This is due to that the
covariance matrix of the Gaussian components in GMM are
forced to be diagonal, thus elements of the variance σ k capture the spread width of the latent features on corresponding
coordinates. As the latent features are constrained to be able
to reconstruct the original samples, the coordinates with
small variance carry few information of the cluster, while
these coordinates with large variance capture the variation
tendency of the images in the cluster. This provides opportunity to estimate the numbers of the factors that control
an image using the variance of the Gaussian component. To
this end, we train our model on the MNIST dataset, and generate samples using the learnt Gaussian components. We
plot the images generated by the decoder of our model as
well as the learnt variance of the Gaussian components on
Fig.2. From Fig.2, we see that the variance vector σ k of the
learnt Gaussian are sparse or approximately sparse, which
collaborates our claim that the learnt features align with the
coordinates. From the images in the left-up corner of the
Fig.2, we see that for digital number “1”, only two factors
affect the image, i.e., the degree of the thinness and rotation,
and the corresponding coordinates of the Gaussian component have large variance. The same factors also affect the
number “0”, “7”, and “8” through the same coordinates.
But apart from the degree of the thinness and rotation, the
variances of the Gaussian component also reflect other factors that control the images of these digital number, such
as width and height of the number. Moreover, the model is
also able to identify some specific factors for the images,
such as degree of the sharpness of the corner of the number
“7”, the ratio between the sizes of the upper and lower circle of the number “8”. This ability is helpful when learn a

Table 2. Clustering accuracy with different number of neighbors

Ns
ACC

0
94.82

1
96.98

3
97.33

10
97.52

20
97.58

30
97.49

disentangled representation.

4.4. Impact of the number of neighbors
We further investigate the impact of the number of neighbors used to construct the affinity matrix. The affinity matrix is critical in our model. More neighbors will involve
additional information helping the clustering, but it also increase the probability that including inconsistent neighbors,
which may mislead the clustering. Tab.2 shows the average performance of the proposed method on MNIST with
different number of neighbors, denoted by Ns , involved.
From Tab.2, we see that once the graph information is involved, the performance of the proposed method is significantly improved immediately, even only a few of neighbors
are involved. Meanwhile, with increase of the number of
the neighbors, the clustering accuracy keep improved, until
too many neighbors are included.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a graph embedding variational GMM
for clustering. We have proposed stochastic graph embedding to impose a regularization on the pair of samples that
connected on graph to push them to have similar posterior
distributions. The similarity was measured by the JensonShannon (JS) divergence, and a upper bound was derived
to enable efficient learning. The proposed method outperforms deep model-based clustering and deep spectral clustering. Future work investigates extension with GAN discriminators [20, 34, 35].
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